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Session 1: Word List
gore v. to pierce with a sharp object, causing injury or death;

(noun) coagulated blood from a wound
synonym : pierce, stab, puncture

(1) gore him with a weapon, (2) gore scene

The hunter gored the deer with an arrow.

confer v. to have a meeting or discussion to come to a decision or
agreement or exchange ideas; to bestow something

synonym : consult, meet, discuss

(1) confer degree, (2) confer honor

The leaders of the two countries met to confer on the issue.

rev n. a measure of the rate at which an engine or motor
rotates, often expressed in revolutions per minute
(RPM); (verb) to increase the number of rotations per
minute

synonym : revolution, RPM, speed

(1) low- rev engine, (2) rev up the crowd

He stepped on the gas pedal, and the engine released a loud
rev.

acronym n. a word formed from the first letter of each word in a
phrase, such as NASA (National Aeronautics and Space
Administration) or AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome)

synonym :
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abbreviation, initialism, shortcut

(1) acronym definition, (2) use an acronym

RADAR is an acronym for radio detection and ranging.

posit v. to suggest or accept something as fact or as a basis for
argument or consideration

synonym : assert, declare, assume

(1) posit the existence of life after death, (2) posit the
premise

We should posit several hypotheses to discuss the matter.

institutionalize v. to establish or make something a part of an institution (=
a place such as a university, hospital, etc.)

synonym : formalize, establish, regularize

(1) institutionalize a system, (2) institutionalize customary
laws

The new policy aims to institutionalize the use of renewable
energy sources.

opportune adj. suitable or happening at a time that is suitable or
convenient for a particular purpose

synonym : suitable, timely, practical

(1) opportune occasion, (2) an opportune remark

The phone rang at the most opportune time.

countdown n. a counting sequence leading up to an event, often
marked by a series of signals or cues, also used as a
term to describe the final stages leading up to a major
event or deadline

synonym : timer

(1) countdown clock, (2) wedding countdown

The countdown to launch began as the astronauts prepared
for their mission.
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Session 2: Spelling

1. g__e him with a weapon v. to pierce with a sharp object, causing
injury or death; (noun) coagulated blood
from a wound

2. ins__________ize a system v. to establish or make something a part of
an institution (= a place such as a
university, hospital, etc.)

3. co___r honor v. to have a meeting or discussion to
come to a decision or agreement or
exchange ideas; to bestow something

4. op_____ne occasion adj. suitable or happening at a time that is
suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

5. po__t the existence of life after

death

v. to suggest or accept something as fact
or as a basis for argument or
consideration

6. ac____m definition n. a word formed from the first letter of
each word in a phrase, such as NASA
(National Aeronautics and Space
Administration) or AIDS (Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome)

7. co_____wn clock n. a counting sequence leading up to an
event, often marked by a series of
signals or cues, also used as a term to
describe the final stages leading up to a
major event or deadline

8. an op_____ne remark adj. suitable or happening at a time that is
suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

ANSWERS: 1. gore, 2. institutionalize, 3. confer, 4. opportune, 5. posit, 6. acronym, 7.
countdown, 8. opportune
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9. r_v up the crowd n. a measure of the rate at which an
engine or motor rotates, often
expressed in revolutions per minute
(RPM); (verb) to increase the number of
rotations per minute

10. g__e scene v. to pierce with a sharp object, causing
injury or death; (noun) coagulated blood
from a wound

11. wedding co_____wn n. a counting sequence leading up to an
event, often marked by a series of
signals or cues, also used as a term to
describe the final stages leading up to a
major event or deadline

12. use an ac____m n. a word formed from the first letter of
each word in a phrase, such as NASA
(National Aeronautics and Space
Administration) or AIDS (Acquired
Immune Deficiency Syndrome)

13. ins__________ize customary laws v. to establish or make something a part of
an institution (= a place such as a
university, hospital, etc.)

14. po__t the premise v. to suggest or accept something as fact
or as a basis for argument or
consideration

15. low-r_v engine n. a measure of the rate at which an
engine or motor rotates, often
expressed in revolutions per minute
(RPM); (verb) to increase the number of
rotations per minute

16. co___r degree v. to have a meeting or discussion to
come to a decision or agreement or
exchange ideas; to bestow something

ANSWERS: 9. rev, 10. gore, 11. countdown, 12. acronym, 13. institutionalize, 14.
posit, 15. rev, 16. confer
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ANSWERS: 
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Session 3: Fill in the Blanks

1. The phone rang at the most _________ time.

adj. suitable or happening at a time that is suitable or convenient for a particular
purpose

2. We should _____ several hypotheses to discuss the matter.

v. to suggest or accept something as fact or as a basis for argument or
consideration

3. The leaders of the two countries met to ______ on the issue.

v. to have a meeting or discussion to come to a decision or agreement or
exchange ideas; to bestow something

4. RADAR is an _______ for radio detection and ranging.

n. a word formed from the first letter of each word in a phrase, such as NASA
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration) or AIDS (Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome)

5. He stepped on the gas pedal, and the engine released a loud ___.

n. a measure of the rate at which an engine or motor rotates, often expressed in
revolutions per minute (RPM); (verb) to increase the number of rotations per
minute

6. The new policy aims to ________________ the use of renewable energy
sources.

v. to establish or make something a part of an institution (= a place such as a
university, hospital, etc.)

7. The _________ to launch began as the astronauts prepared for their mission.

n. a counting sequence leading up to an event, often marked by a series of
signals or cues, also used as a term to describe the final stages leading up to a
major event or deadline

ANSWERS: 1. opportune, 2. posit, 3. confer, 4. acronym, 5. rev, 6. institutionalize, 7.
countdown
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8. The hunter _____ the deer with an arrow.

v. to pierce with a sharp object, causing injury or death; (noun) coagulated blood
from a wound

ANSWERS: 8. gored
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